Sakai Documentation Architecture/Organization

The Documentation Working Group has had some preliminary discussions about ways to re-organize the existing Sakai community documentation for a variety of user roles and use cases. The document at the link below is an initial brainstorming outline developed by the group.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oqBAmC-1YKdmZWG9LOYQZvq1kIbdE39-2Qi5Lp39DoU/edit?usp=sharing

The Doc WG also has discussed creating a more detailed wireframe for UX testing purposes to see if this architecture is useful for the community. The images below are balsamic mockups to be used for additional brainstorming and wireframe construction.

- **Top level pages:** (fairly static page/s hosted on sakaiproject.org)
- **End User pages/links to more dynamic, community authored content:**
- **Sys Admin Documentation pages/links to more dynamic, community authored content:**
- **Developer Documentation pages/links to more dynamic, community authored content:**

### Top level pages: (fairly static page/s hosted on sakaiproject.org)

```
Documentation Hub - Lending Page

What would you like to do?

(Perspective User) Learn more about Sakai
(End User) Use Sakai
(Sys Admin) Support Sakai
(Sys Admin) Download and Install Sakai
(Developer) Extend or Contribute to Sakai

Get Support
Best Practices
Instructor Outreach and Testing
Troubleshooting
Contribute to documentation
```

### End User pages/links to more dynamic, community authored content:

```
End User

Using Sakai
Find out about Sakai tools/features
Try Sakai
Get Involved

Sakai Online Help Site
Sakai Help Repository
Pedagogy and Best Practices
Current list of features
What's New and Release Notes
Sakai's Community Blog
SCA Link and/or Sandbox Sites
Community Groups
UX Testing

Sakai YouTube Channel
User stories and FAQs
```

### User Support pages/links to more dynamic, community authored content:
Sys Admin Documentation pages/links to more dynamic, community authored content:

Developer Documentation pages/links to more dynamic, community authored content: